INTRODUCTION
A fundamental assumption of predicting adverse hemodynamic events is that by knowing the subject's present state and how they got to it, one can predict better what will happen later. The history of monitoring hemodynamic instability goes back to ancient medicine, in which Galen of Pergamon (130-210 AD) suggested the pulse has different presentation depending on the cause (inflammation, lethargy, jaundice, etc.) and described 27 characteristics from a single beat of pulse based on the speed, frequency, and size that were associated with different causes and outcomes [1] . Recent advancement in hemodynamic monitoring furthered these historical efforts. They have allowed clinicians to identify cardiorespiratory instability in real-time with continuous noninvasive and invasive monitoring devices. However, despite the sophistication in technology, current monitoring strategies and therapeutic approaches for such instability are still being challenged by inability to accurately predict upcoming deterioration. As elucidated, deterioration in critically ill patients often follow courses of waxes and wanes until overt decompensation, rather than a linear progression from health to dysfunction. The dynamic change of variability toward instability implies the compensatory response reflecting autonomic biophysical reservoir before overt tissue injury occurs. To some degree, these variabilities and other signatures can be indirectly quantified with absolute physiologic values from the monitor or other clinical and laboratory variables [2] [3] [4] [5] . But practically such thresholds for values are artificially determined and do not acknowledge individual heterogeneity and dynamic changes, potentially leading to misinterpretation or underestimation of instability [6 be thought of as noise. Recent literature suggests that a data-driven approach based on machine learning algorithms could reveal telltale signs of impending instability [7,8 && ,9] . The inherent heterogeneity and complexity of ICU data can be addressed by acquiring multivariate, high-frequency, multisource data as hemodynamic changes display a time-sensitive nature and nonlinearity. Ideally these analytic processes need to be carried out in real-time fashion (without time delay) to be incorporated into clinical decision-making. In that regard, we will discuss merits and caveats of datadriven approaches in predicting hemodynamic changes, by comparing conventional so-called early warning systems with algorithm-based analytics, and finally envision future perspectives of the real-time prediction of adverse hemodynamic events.
RISK SCORE SYSTEM DESCRIBING HEMODYNAMIC INSTABILITY
A number of early warning scoring models were devised over the past 40 years using demographic, laboratory findings, and physiologic measures as their input variables. The goals of these models have been predicting long-term organ insufficiency events or mortality during ICU stay by using either direct physiologic variables or biochemical markers reflecting organ dysfunction. The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) and the Simplified Acute Physiologic Scores (SAPS) were two of the early scoring systems. The APACHE Score was subsequently designed to assess the severity of disease admitted to the ICU [2] , whereas the SAPS as well as Mortality Probability Model were designed to predict ICU mortality using admission and subsequent physiologic variables within the ICU [5, 10] . Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score and Multiple Organ Dysfunction Score have been used to determine the degree of organ dysfunction, ICU mortality, and hospital mortality [11, 12] . Some of these variables used in above scoring systems were initially identified by a panel of experts, later replaced by multiple logistic regression [13] . Although the utility of scoring systems is on
KEY POINTS
Current practice in hemodynamic monitoring and early warning score systems have limitations in predicting upcoming cardiovascular instabilities for critically ill patients due to the dynamic and nonlinear nature of physiology, complex acute and chronic disease presentations, and patient-specific biophysical reservoir to stress.
Machine learning algorithms have been widely adopted in many fields of science and industry to account for the nonlinear, complex system.
With high-density, multigranular physiologic data, as well as with trained and validated machine learning algorithms, prediction of hemodynamic crisis could be achieved with physiologic relevance.
In the future, collaborative real-time data acquisition platform would allow researchers to predict impending hemodynamic crisis with higher accuracy. Also, personal phenotyping of crisis, identifying and focusing of more important features (data parsimony), and incorporation to current hemodynamic monitoring system would be needed to facilitate practical implementation of the data-driven prediction model to bedside. Eventually, the prediction needs to be connected to treatment and outcome evaluation. [4] , Simplified Acute Physiology Score II [10] , The Modified Early Warning Score [11] , The National Early Warning Scores [14] , Step-down Unit.
identifying high-risk patients, all above early warning risk score systems are inherently static, require manual input and calculations, rely on sparse nonreal time clinical data, and target primarily longterm prognostication. In essence, all these systems were primarily used to assess illness burden, need for ICU beds and long-term mortality rather than as a decision-support tool to alert clinicians as to impending cardiorespiratory insufficiency. Figure 1 summarizes the relative characteristics among different risk score systems in relation to the data density and individual aims.
OVERVIEW OF MACHINE LEARNING IN PREDICTION OF HEMODYNAMIC STATUS
Machine learning is a computer science term and refers to a field of study that gives computer the ability to learn without being explicitly programed [15] . The most fundamental characteristic of machine learning that sets itself apart from traditional statistics is that the decision process is achieved with minimal human interventions despite numerous confounders. Machine learning algorithms can be classified into two broad categories -supervised and unsupervised learning -by the availability of 'annotations' or 'answers' to algorithms (Table 1) .
'Supervised machine learning' denotes a process in which the algorithm is learning the patterns if annotated (labeled) output value were given along with corresponding input data as a training set. When adequately trained, the algorithm can accurately determine the class labels for new and unseen input data. In different areas of industry, supervised machine learning algorithms are used to solve classification (categorical output: e.g., tomorrow's main news belong to stock market or fashion industry), or regression (real value output: e.g., peak wind speed at Pittsburgh International Airport this weekend) problems. In the realm of critical care medicine, supervised algorithms can be used in various scenarios, such as classifying issues including anomaly detection [8 && ] or regression in prediction of impending shock in step-down unit [22] . Algorithms commonly used for this include standard vector machine, random forest, logistic regression, k-nearest neighbors, and so on.
'Unsupervised machine learning' is often used where input data have no corresponding annotated output values. As there is no labeled 'answers', the algorithm teaches itself throughout the training period, and the goal function of the unsupervised learning becomes accurate estimation of underlying geometry embedded in the output values inferred from the input data. It could be used for clustering (identifying grouping: e.g., shoppers by their spending patterns) or association (finding rules that explains other patterns: e.g., male customers who bought baby diapers also buy bottles of beer). In medicine, unsupervised algorithms are used for clustering to describe different trajectories toward circulatory shock [16 && ] or for solving association problems such as identifying genetic and environmental associations to form a phenotype in handling heterogeneous data [23 && ]. Algorithms commonly used for this include clustering such as k-means, anomaly detection, neural networks and learning latent variables such as principal component analysis and so on.
The merits of using machine learning algorithms in predicting hemodynamic events in critically ill patients lie at the crossroad of the nature of the ICU data and pattern recognition ability of the algorithms. First, ICU data are dynamic, nonlinear, and time-dependent rather than static and linear. Interpretations generated from such data can change multiple times during the day. Relying solely on conventional sparse clinical or biologic parameters could risk losing important physiologic nuances, thus making a short-term robust instability risk prediction harder. Machine learning algorithms are well equipped to utilize high-granular nonlinear functions, optimal for this type of work. Second, no two patients have same disease progression, as ICU data are extremely heterogeneous even on same clinical diagnosis due to various comorbid critical conditions and widely varying patients' baseline medical issues with inherent complexity [24] . Machine learning algorithms can recognize and learn from characteristic patterns by using physiologically relevant feature parameters. Understanding such differences in same type of cardiovascular instability can potentially help clinicians to provide tailored management strategies [25
When implementing data-driven approach to predictive modeling project, usually a series of steps are followed. Table 2 depicts individual step and associated works.
CURRENT STATE OF PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS FOR FUNCTIONAL HEMODYNAMIC MONITORING
Data-driven prediction of hemodynamic instability has been pursued with clinical and laboratory data, and compared with other traditional early warning score systems. For non-ICU population, scores like electronic Cardiac Arrest Risk Triage were tested to show in predicting outcomes superior to the Modified Early Warning Score, and the National Early Warning Score, by introducing nonlinearity in the concept with linear spline interpolation [26 & ]. For ICU patients, prediction of septic shock was attempted with a metric named targeted real-time early warning score by using physiologic and laboratory data, showing superior outcome to routine screening methods [27 && ]. Above attempts could enable clinicians to triage the risk population by periodic assessment and benefit in some clinical settings. However, if the goal is to predict impending crisis without time delay in practical ICU setting, one needs higher density of time-synced multigranular data.
High-frequency continuous data can be used to elucidate correlations among multiple organ systems in critically ill patients, because we cannot recognize what would happen under the seemingly chaotic surface monitor, where highly organized, timedependent interactions of organ systems responding to pathologic insults are taking place [28] . The necessity of high-granular analysis is based on this inherent nonlinearity in biologic subject. Seldom perceived in medical literatures, the concept of nonlinearity has been well known in fields including biology and ecology, where organisms are not randomly behaving but follow a few simple rules in different dimensions and self-organize to formulate complex ecosystem [29] . Likewise, human subjects also could follow common physiologic rules in self-organizing different organ systems, and the disruption of normal Table 2 . Common process in data-driven research for predictive modeling
Step Description
Data acquisition and preprocessing
Obtaining data from sources can span from retrospective registry look-up to real-time acquisition of data by installation of hardware or devices in ICU bedside, even including designated computer server setup in hospital or school system. Preprocessing refers to cleaning data, detecting anomalous values, and artifacts, imputation to build usable relational or nonrelational databases state by pathologic stress could evoke similar adaptive mechanisms to minimize entropy state to preserve the energy level and fit to survive [30 & ]. Eventually, the changing patterns of these pathophysiologic signatures in response to stress could explain fundamental differences among individuals with similar presentation, leading to personalized management of disease.
To effectively address above, primary physiologic variables as well as fused parameters and specific features are selected by the human curation and machine learning models. Among conventional data acquired from vital sign monitors, beat-to-beat data has been investigated for functional hemodynamic monitoring. A good example of this is heart rate variability (HRV), which its decrease has been well known to be associated with mortality from cardiovascular disease [31] or sepsis in adults [32] and neonates [33] . Time-domain and frequencydomain analysis of HRV provide parameters reflecting autonomic dysfunction and cardiovascular reserve to stress. Functional parameters from HRV such as approximation entropy and sample entropy outperformed traditional vital signs in identifying critically ill trauma patients, linked with mortality [7,34 & ] and if used as an alert reduces mortality in neonates [35] . As the beat-to-beat data can be easily obtained with using standard ECG monitors in ICU or step-down unit, such parameters can be readily adaptable to any standard ICU or telemetry setting.
Distinctive physiologic features also can be obtained from even higher density data such as waveforms. As time and frequency-domain parameters can also be derived from relevant physiologic waveform parameters, geometric (morphologic) features are obtained from specific waveform shapes including slope, amplitude, and area under the wave of the continuous arterial pressure or plethysmography. Increased computing resources and experience in designing algorithm architecture are required to fully utilize features produced from such signal-rich data. However, once adequately performed, predictive hemodynamic monitoring using waveform data will allow not only accurate and earlier prediction of impending crisis, but also enables real-time analysis and feedback to bedside, and helps to generate new hypotheses for further research.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF ADVANCED PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS IN CARDIORESPIRATORY INSTABILITY

Personalized phenotyping of instability
Critically ill patients could have a multitude of different causes entangled with their previous medical histories and resultant variance in physiologic reservoirs and reactions to stress. Due to that, it is extremely hard to identify the characteristics of their compensation mechanics prior to shock. With machine learning algorithms supported by individualization of these signatures, personalized prediction of adverse cardiovascular events becomes more tangible. Recent study performed for step-down unit patients showed the risk score trajectories could be differentiated into few categories, with difference in baseline as well as slope of the risk evolution [16 && ]. This suggests that the individual patient's cardiorespiratory instability episodes or lack of instability could be identified upon admission and that each patient would deteriorate along some predetermined path personalized per subject but standardized by the entropy solution that adaptive mechanisms, cardiorespiratory reserve, and disease process define as their physiologic reaction to upcoming stress. Figure 2 illustrates nonnormalized risk score trajectories for evolving risk prior to cardiorespiratory insufficiency, enables clinicians to immediate triaging. Furthermore, if the trajectories are normalized to the control groups without instability, clinicians could predict upcoming episodes with higher precision.
Collecting relevant real-time ICU data
Considering heterogeneous, multigranular, timedependent nature of ICU data, collection of adequate data reflecting such characteristics is not a simple task to achieve, often requires multiyear groundwork. The best known example of such database in critical care is the Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care (MIMIC), a publicly available signal-rich multigranular relational database [36 & ]. The strength of MIMIC data is its multigranular, real-life collection of ICU events, where a majority of preprocessing has been performed by the database development team. However, limiting factors to such generalized uses of this approach across acute care centers are the difficulties in linking different databases for the same subject, time syncing among different vital sign granularities, and the lack of multimodal raw data. Most of currently available critical care databases are limited by such scalability and generalizability, since primarily the quantity of real-time data collected and stored would otherwise be enormous, surpassing the capacity of most of the institutional data storage servers. In that case, fault-tolerant parallel data processing system such as Hadoop can be used for reliable storage and rapid computation with high bandwidth (hadoop.apache.org, open source software for reliable, scalable, distributed computing) [37 & ].
Furthermore, since large real-time clinical databases might need to harmonize voluminous, highly variable structured and unstructured data, it may be more realistic to create a generalized universal data collection and storage matrix aiming for multicenter, large-scale, comprehensive, real-time data collection based on the awareness of situational context. Such a data acquisition leap is not overly ambitious and indeed may represent the most realistic way individual centers will be able to collect and utilize their own data.
Achieving parsimony in high-frequency data processing
Practically, predictive hemodynamic monitoring should be based on not only accuracy and density of dataset, and timeliness and performance of the algorithm, but also feasibility in its implementation. Feasibility is especially important considering not many ICUs are equipped with sophisticated, realtime raw data acquisition platforms, and denser data would need more resource in time and computing power to be analyzed, which inevitably increases cost and resource input. In that regard, concept of data parsimony can be introduced. Data parsimony refers to optimizing the minimal amount of data needed to achieve high-quality prediction for cardiorespiratory insufficiency events. Examples of pursuing parsimony include inferring physiologic signatures by using transferrable parameters from different set of vital signs [38 & ] or decreasing sampling frequency while maintaining similar prediction performance [39 & ]. For the initial creation of predictive patient and situation-specific algorithms, comprehensive databases need to be constructed. But ideally, only a few direct, intermittent measurements of vital signs should offer enough parameters to predict life-threatening conditions by data-driven analytic algorithms once these algorithms have been developed.
Coupling to treatment
Data-driven prediction can go beyond the prediction of impending crisis, to guide treatment options for already decompensated patients, predict of treatment responses, and determine when resuscitation can be stopped after effective restoration of hemodynamic reserve. Spectral domain indices from beatto-beat time series data demonstrated preservation of autonomic control of blood pressure in the early phase of septic shock to be closely linked with the responsiveness to resuscitation efforts [40 && ]. In the 
Combination with other conventional monitoring systems
Predictive hemodynamic monitoring could help address concerns in preexisting clinical decision support systems, as well as new modalities such as telemedicine. Real-time predictive hemodynamic monitoring can also be used in conjunction with existing rapid response system for earlier assessment and preventing such concerning events in telemetry, potentially improving the safety of high-risk patients [22] . It also could aid triage process to transfer out from the ICU to low-level care floors or to rehabilitation. If data-driven algorithmic alert system could be introduced to telemedicine, overall performance of current risk prediction and treatment strategy in telemedicine could be further improved to resolve current challenges in efficacy and cost-effectiveness [41] . Eventually, the integration of machine learning analytics to current clinical practice would offer safer patient care and possibly healthcare cost reduction as well.
CONCLUSION
Predicting adverse cardiorespiratory events has been a major challenge in critical care, mainly due to the heterogeneity of patient presentation and nonlinearity embedded in physiologic reaction to stress. Limitations in traditional static scoring system can be overcome with using data-driven analytics for dynamic prediction of catastrophic events. Highdensity, real-time data, and physiologically relevant features could allow well designed machine learning algorithms to reveal hidden patterns and common rules of individualized physiologic responses. To advance current prediction analytics, researchers need to characterize disease-specific phenotypes for upcoming crisis, pursue high-frequency, and comprehensive data collection, couple with treatment response for resuscitation, and incorporate the model into other cutting-edge critical care researches.
